
            Chapter 112 – THE '7-12 INTERACTION'

 ♀ REFLECTIONS: Pt.4 – '12' & INNER→(outer) RELIGION
Before we examine specific '7-12' interactions, such as Libra on the 12th house 

cusp, let's '♀ reflect', in a more general way, on the 12th archetype ('12')...
If, dear reader, you have read through more than a few of our essays, you will 

know that our overall attitude to '12' is '-ve' e.g. Homo sapiens might be a Fish when 
it is gestating but the sooner air-breathing organisms can leave the womb, the sooner 
they can grow, if not toward their '6-Maiden humanity', then at least toward their '5 
Leo (i.e. mammalian) warm blood/spirit' i.e. Pisces is as much the 'pre-1-2-3 0th sign' 
as it is the 'post-9-10-11- 12th sign'. Nonetheless, because every archetype has that '±' 
in front of it, our Venusian-self will eventually look for a more balanced view. So...

One of the more '+ve' aspects of '12' is that, as indicated in the heading, it can 
'set up' '4-5-6-7-8-9 spirituality' by introducing collective feeling/religion. The reason 
that we use the word “introducing” is that the neoteny of Homo sapiens points to the 
fact that chunks of our psyche remain unborn in the 'pre–12' aspect of the womb i.e. 
the earthy ('pelvic bone-10') and airy ('11') expressions. As a result, the 't/Truth' that 
“everything is one” is not very meaningful until it is known from where this 't/Truth' 
has been entered e.g. if a '9-10-(11) religious authority' dogmatizes “everything is 1”, 
it is clear that '12' is being entered in an anti-clockwise (i.e. developmental) direction 
from '10'. Although this “sounds good”, we can't say it “is good” until we answer the 
following Q: from where was '9-10-(11)' entered (i.e. prior to the dogmatization”)? If 
our answer is (i) “regression” from '3', or (ii) “diametric leaping” from '4' (e.g. “Star 
Wars”), we have entered '12' in accord with its defining keyword: “confusion”.

Let's return to the diagram that was introduced in 'Ch.109'...     

… as you can 
see, dear reader, we have suggested a link between the Gnostics of the 1st Millennium 
to the democrats of the 3rd Millennium i.e. in the same way that democratic '11 
politicians' know that power can be gained by addressing '12 crowds' with 
“regressive” '3 speeches', so did the first Gnostics (e.g. Simon Magus) reject the '4-5-
6-7-8-9 set up value' of '12' in order to gain '10 authority' over their '11 group'...

The '10 authority' issue for the 2nd millennium Gnostics, however, was not the 
same... they realized that the (collective) feeling that “everything is one” is not unlike 
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the fat that the foetus stores during his/her 3rd trimester i.e. it serves to feed the baby 
during difficult '1-2-3 (Inquisitional) neglect'. The above-mentioned 'set up value' of 
'12' is also symbolized by the “mystic” who prefers solitude to shedding his/her store 
in the '11 group'. Indeed, rather than “introverted”, '12 (collective) feeling' might be 
best described as “converting” towards (“extra-then)-centroversion”. So...

Why, then, have we made the distinction between '1st Millennium Gnostics' & 
'2nd Millennium Gnostics'? Answer: in the same way that theocracy has the potential 
to move toward both democracy (± factionalism) or authority (± tyranny), so did the 
Cathars have the choice, to (i) recreate the power grabs of 1st Millennial figures, such 
as Simon Magus or (ii) find satisfaction in being mere witnesses of '10 authority' that 
had become hypocritical & corrupt. Agreed, rather than live in separated residences, 
the Cathars did '11 groupize' in a (as it happened, not so) “Safe Mountain” but, then 
again, they '12 valued' a different kind of safety than do the springing like weeds '11-
(10) politicians' of the 3rd Millennium i.e. the safety of the soul and spirit agencied by 
faith rather than the safety the flesh agencied by (reeling-falcons)-drones. Even so...

Most religious commentators tell us that this is why the Catharism died out in 
the 13thC i.e. ranking the immaterial soul above material instinct all to easily leads to 
a philosophy of world negation. Indeed, most “pre-perfect” Cathars would have seen 
themselves as “Sophias” i.e. their (respective) souls, residing in '8', had wandered too 
near to the flawed material creation of the flawed '10 Demiurge' and, as a result, had 
become caught in it. 1000yrs prior, the Gnostic (i.e. not quite Cathar), Simon Magus, 
had “projected” his soul onto a 'f/Fallen' damsel, Helen (a re-incarnation of Helen of 
Troy) and “saved” her... but, by admitting her into his '11 group', Magus would have 
revealed his lack of perfection to “perfect” Cathars, and he would have been deemed 
(just a) “believer” in need of excommunication from their priesthood. Further, those 
whom Magus had blessed would have to be informed that any blessing administered 
by an “(imperfect) believer” was null and void...

It was not that sexual liaisons were inherently “non-spiritual”... to be sexually 
active only meant that one was heading for re-incarnation i.e. it may be the case that 
the Cathar “believer” could be ready for “perfection” in his/her very next life. In the 
current life, however, the sexually active “believer” can be consoled that s/he is doing 
better than the “listeners” (i.e. those who are willing to learn what Catharism is, and 
what Catharism isn't, without going so far as to believe it) and, of course, s/he can be 
consoled that s/he is doing a lot better than the “non–listeners” (i.e. those who do not 
want to learn what Catharism is, and what Catharism isn't) e.g. “phobosophers”.

Then again, there are worse things than “phobosophy”: active “dis-believers” 
look forward to the day that there is no Catharism i.e. they may not be “inquisitors”, 
per se, but they don't care that the “inquisitors” among them are engaging in torture 
& genocide. The irony of the active “dis-believers” is that, unlike the “non-listeners”, 
they are often learn what Catharism is i.e. modern historians have been able to learn 
the details of heresy the historical records of those who were most disapproving of it.

The depth-psychological, Jungian, $64,000Q amongst all this, of course, goes: 
was the Inquisition a “projection”? did the Cathars bring the Inquisition down upon 
themselves by not becoming conscious of their own “shadow”? We will return to this 
issue in the upcoming Venus in Pisces section. Before that, however, it is time to take 
another look at...



LIBRA on the 12TH HOUSE CUSP
Two chapters back (i.e. our discussion of '10 Capricorn'), we pointed out that 

“introverted sensation” was a paradox that was not easy for most 'men-in-the-street' 
to solve... hence the need for a “temple”. Although “introverted-(converting) feeling” 
is, by contrast, a straightforward concept for those who are able to muster sympathy 
for religion, '12' will, in any case, generate paradoxes that can bring the 'man-in-the-
street' to a different kind of “temple” i.e. a hospital or a prison. From the horoscopic 
point of view, the initial paradox presented by the 12th house is that it symbolizes the 
deeper layer of the individual's (topographical) unconscious i.e. his/her phylogenetic 
history is both 'individual' & 'collective' at the same time. When Libra straddles the 
cusp of the 12th house, the individual might be able to find a balancing point between 
the individual-collective spectrum but whether this resolves the paradoxes is another 
question altogether. An airy sign interacting with a watery house should, in any case, 
lead the astrologer to a cautious attitude. Meanwhile...   

One chapter back (i.e. our discussion of the 11th house cusp), we admitted that 
the links from 11th house cusp to Freud's psychology were tenuous. Our links become 
even more tenuous when our focus rolls down to the 12th house cusp e.g. the feminine 
pole of Freud's “ego ideal” was not articulated by Freud's 'gender-neutral' approach 
to this aspect of his psychical topography.

Indeed, in arriving at the border between the 'topographic supraconscious' & 
the 'topographic infraconscious', we are arriving at a border that is best described in 
Jungian terms... and, to this end, we begin by combining the diagrams of 'Ch. 111' & 
'Ch. 112', like so...

  

 ... as you can see, dear reader, we depict the 12th house cusp with a dotted line 
because the boundary between '11''s supraconscious and '12''s infraconsious doesn't 
really exist. Indeed, rather than employ the term “boundary” we do better to employ 
the term “interface” i.e. the 12th house cusp is a paradox insofar as it is very 'porous' 
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(at least to the human psyche). Despite the porousness of interfaces, you can also see, 
dear reader, that the building of the ego in an inward direction will 'thicken' it to the 
point that one can get the differences between the '11 animus' & the '12 anima'. This 
is a process that Jungians call the “differentiation of the animus/anima sygyzy'. Note 
that we have not drawn the thick line continuously (as we had for “temple”) because 
the development of the ego will not preclude the 'froth' that '11/12 eternally' exists at 
the '11/12 interface' i.e. by definition, (most of) this interface is 'beyond' the ego. The 
most straightforward way for a novice to 'get' what we mean is to recall the duration 
of the '11 Uranus'-'12 Neptune' inter-cycle... 170±yrs is much longer than the human 
lifespan. If, dear reader, you reckon you are sure where the collective supraconscious 
stops and the collective infraconscious starts, then we would deem you “inflated”. In 
turn, we would deem you to be at risk of a sojourn in a hospital or a prison... and we 
would hope that this sojourn is able to protect you from an episode of “self-undoing” 
that demoralizes you i.e. hospitals & prisons may not be the worst that the 12th house 
can symbolize. 

By now, dear reader, you may be annoyed that we have not addressed the title 
of this section... but, for the FA-er (and, let's not forget that Freud himself had Libra 
on the 12th house cusp), the understanding of this cusp requires a full development to 
the Aries-cusped 6th house. From this templum of “refinement” of lower hemispheric 
experience, the indvidual is in a position to understand that which '10 authority' can 
only warn about. To take the obvious example – FA itself – we are presently warning 
our readers that your local Libra on the 12th house cusp-er is at risk of believing that 
s/he can establish a balance between the collective supra-conscious and the collective 
infra-conscious (if, of course, s/he agrees with FA that the collective psyche does exist 
in this dyadic form) but this belief would be “inflated”. Alternatively, if this '12-7-er' 
was focused on “refining” his/her Scorpio-to-Aries, lower-hemispheric development, 
s/he wouldn't be interested in FA's (or anyone else's) warning.

Then again, the individual who has entered the 7th house of “the world; lower 
courts; legal partnership” (our movie director example on the next page entered this 
house in Saturn mode when he made his best film) will have (re)-commenced his/her 
upper hemispheric journey toward a better understanding of the collective... and, so, 
s/he will be keen to (if not establish, then) think upon the '7 balancing point' between 
the two poles of the collective. We would hope, however, that the indvidual is learned 
enough about the collective unconscious that s/he thinks upon his/her 12th hosue cusp 
without coming to too many conclusion until s/he has seen what his/her 8th house has 
had to say about his/her 7th housed thoughts.

When we recall that Freud had Saturn in his 8th house, we begin to see why he 
got a little stuck in the feeding vs. sexuality issues of the unconscious and could go no 
further into the deeper layers. In Jung's 1936 article, “Concerning the Archetypes & 
the Anima Concept”, he suggests that religion, because it is sourced to a deeper layer 
of the unconscious than are incest phantasies, presents psychotherapists with a much 
more delicate problem. Because '8 Pluto' orbits further from the spiritual organizing 
principles, '5 Sun' & '9 Jupiter', than '12 Neptune' (at least most of the time), FA-ers 
can't agree with Jung on this point. Indeed, my own experience of 'religion vs. incest' 
is that they are just as difficult as each other to deal with in the “alembic”. A director 
who, like Freud, is well-known for his steering clear of religion is...



EXAMPLE 112A

There is more than a touch of irony that Michael's best movie, “The Insider”, 
is called “The Insider” because almost all of his movies are about (social) 'outsiders'. 
And, for a writer–director who is known for depictions of criminal violence, it is also 
ironic that “The Insider” is non–violent... provided that your definition of violence is 
one that excludes the emotional violence that the big tobacco boss and the executives 
of CBS heap onto the industry whistle-blower, Geoffrey Wygand (Russell Crowe). As 
Lowell Bergman (Al Pacino) protests, “is Geoffrey Wygand telling the truth? Yes!! is 
what he has to say newsworthy? Yes!! are we going air what he has to say? of course, 
not!! Why? because he's not telling the truth? No!! because he's telling the truth and 
the more truth he tells, the worse it gets!!”...

From the Freudastrological perspective this irony is symbolized by the transit 
of Saturn across MM's descendant i.e. into the house of the “lower courts”. Although 
the film only has a couple of courtroom scenes, it nicely depicts the location of MM's 
7th house ruler (Venus), in the house of the father (4th), in the sign (Pisces) that is well 
known as the “sign of the victim”. 

The other house that has Venus as its ruler is Michael's 12th house and, as you 
can see in the horoscope sketch above, the ruler of Venus' sign (Neptune) can be said 
to be 'feeding down' to the cusp of the 12th house. As a result, it comes as no surprize 
that Michael would also make a film about his American ancestors, “The Last of the 
Mohicans”... but, rather than depict North America's War of Independence, Michael 
preferred to roll back a couple of decades to the roots of the war – i.e. the annoyance 
in the locals that England & France didn't care about the New World and, therefore, 
would exploit the indigenous populations as an English or French ship captain might 
exploit tides in the English Channel – and focus on 12th archetypal wounds that have 
yet to be healed 3 centuries on. Because, however, this movie was made when Saturn 
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rolled over his Mars/Mercury/Sun/Moon around his I.C., the astrologer is alerted to 
the differences between the tangible 'clan' (i.e. the 4th house) and the more intangible 
'tribe' (i.e. the 12th house)... the hero, “Hawkeye” (Daniel Day Lewis), a European by 
clan-birth is adopted by the Mohican tribe. 

Following in “The Godfather Pt.II”'s footsteps, Michael would bring De Niro 
and Pacino together in a film in which they never meet... well, almost never meet. In 
“Heat” (1996), Michael gives us the irony of Pacino's 'insider' allowing his marriage 
to falter as he chases down De Niro's 'outsider'. The one scene in which the two have 
a diatribe, Michael shows us something of what he shares with Scorpio-ascendant-er 
Freud... they divulge their dreams, each offering the other a chance to interpret. The 
'insider' dreams about the fact that homicide detectives like him work 'after the fact' 
i.e. nothing they do will bring the victim back to life and, therefore, they pine for the 
day that they can murder a murderer before he murders. The 'outsider' dreams that 
he is drowning and he has to wake himself up or he will die in his sleep... and he sees 
it as symbolic of 'time'. Because neither 'insider' nor 'outsider' is a physicist, there is 
no reference to whether the 'time' that is being dreamt of is Einsteinian spacetime or 
Kelvinian thermodynamic time... but, of course, with Scorpio early degrees filling up 
the latter degrees of Michael's 12th house, we also realize that, in Michael's conflated 
psychological universe, the distinction doesn't matter...

In fact, '8 fate' is one of the more interesting aspects of this celebrated cinema 
moment because the protagonists admit to each other that neither can imagine doing 
anything else than what they are doing i.e. as Jung would say it, getting the most out 
of their respective leading functions. If Jung had been in on the diatribe, however, he 
would have reminded both that a leading functions can only deliver the individual to 
his/her midlife... if s/he hopes to make the most of his/her autumnal 'time', s/he needs 
to redeem his/her inferior function, symbolized in “Heat” by the women to whom the 
protagonists are attached. Taken to its logical conclusion, the 'insider' is 'happy' that 
murders happen because what might he do if there were no murders? Therefore, the 
audience can accept the 'insider' and 'outsider' handholding as the credits roll. 

When, for the second time, Saturn rolled across his Libran-cusped 12th house, 
Michael was in the midst of preparing a film that combined his interest in violence & 
non-violence. In “blackhat”, he would look at a problem that is likely to be a big deal 
all through the upcoming century i.e. cyber-crime. Unsurprisingly, the (anti)-hero of 
the movie, “Hathaway” (Chris Hemsworth), is someone who bargains to be released 
from his '12-prison cell' but, in doing so, throws himself from his '7 Libran' '12-ness' 
into an '8 Scorpio' life & death '1 worldview' fire. Accordingly, the hero immediately 
meets his “anima”, “Chen Lien” (Tang Wei), who criticizes him for hanging onto his 
'12-prison' attitude into the '1 world'. At every step toward a possible '2 Sagittarian' 
freedom, Hathaway is forced to make decisions about his survival... for a while, he is 
backed by the two super-powers, the U.S.A. & China but, predictably, they abandon 
him after he has served his purpose.

In the early scene of Hathaway in prison, Michael makes sure that we see that 
his (anti)-hero is the kind of (anti)-hero that would read Lyotard's “The Postmodern 
Condition” and Derrida's “The Animal that therefore I Am” i.e. the condition where 
the soul is eternally “projected” and never recognized within. The (anti)-hero's Fate, 
therefore, depends on whom his “projection” falls. 



VENUS IN PISCES
If, dear reader, you are ephemeris-savvy, you will know that our Venus essays 

are now “in sync” i.e. now, in April 2017, Venus will transit (the 25–29º arc of) Pisces 
both retrogradely (in the 1st two weeks) & anterogradely (in the 2nd two weeks); then, 
in May 2017, Venus will transit Aries; in June 2017, Venus will transit Taurus and so 
on until the end of 2017. With this, we hope for better 'resonance' with our readers... 
indeed, at Venus' station in Pisces on 15/4/2017 it will be <1º from a conjunction with 
Chiron and, in theory, there would be a willingness in all our readers to '7 reflect' on 
the kinds of 'thigh-wounds' that can occur in Pisces...

For Jungian astrologers, Pisces has links to the 'womby' quality of what Jung 
would dub “passive identity” and, usefully, the myth of Psyche and Eros brings forth 
a couple of characters (i.e. Psyche's sisters) who deliver a psychological (Chiron-like) 
wound to Psyche's “unconscious” joke–marriage to Eros i.e. they (… errr) “suggest” 
to Psyche that Eros is forbidding his wife to 'see' him because he doesn't want her to 
see that he is a monster. Now, given that Psyche's sisters 'belong' to Gemini, you may 
not accept FA including them in 'earlier' Pisces but, of course, this is the point where 
astrologers invoke “aspects” e.g. on the 22/4/2017 (Venus still <1º from Chiron) Mars 
enters Gemini and forms a squared aspect to the Moon now entering Pisces and, two 
days after this, the Moon will roll down over the Venus-Chiron conjunction. In other 
words, Gemini is well able to 'call–across' to planets in Pisces and say things such as, 
“sooner or later, you will have to leave Pisces' 'night' behind and enter Aries-Taurus-
Gemini-(Cancer=siesta)-Leo-Virgo 'day'; although Libra seems to be as 'nightful' as 
Pisces, Libra has a recent-enough memory of the 'day' to retain it in consciousness”. 

As noted more than once in these pages, FA owes Marie-Louise von Franz for 
her '7 (gender) balance' from Christian myth over to Psyche-Eros myth. In 2017, we 
can re-state our owing because, prior to becoming “retrograde” in Pisces, Venus had 
come into a conjunction with the new Moon in (the early degrees of) Aries... we have, 
in prior articles, pointed out that Easter is a full Moon in Libra noumenon. In a way, 
therefore, the Moon-in-Virgo to Venus-in-Pisces opposition of 9/4/2017 'balances' the 
Moon-in-Libra to Sun-in-Aries opposition of 11/4/2017 (pre-'Easter Sunday') i.e. the 
former symbolizes the 'rise' of Psyche into (if not marriage to, then) “consciousness” 
of why she wants to (or wants not to) marry Eros. Or, if you want to translate all this 
into Gnosticsim, why Mary Magdalene wants to (or wants not to) marry Christ. Yet, 
as was noted in our reference to James Cameron's “Titanic”, perhaps both Psyche & 
Mary Magdalene (along with “Rose”) could keep thinking about this wanting (or not 
wanting) until Venus itself, a few months on, is transiting Virgo-Libra. The problems 
of “passive identity” often need more than a few months (certainly more than two or 
so weeks) of psychological '6 work' before the trees have been seen in the forest.

“Passive identity”, as noted in earlier articles, speaks to the boundarylessness 
of the foetus. Because of this porous situation, the foetus can't distinguish between its 
own “self” (some will say, ironically, between its own “identity”) and any other “self” 
that happens to be floating about i.e. the “self” of, (i) his/her personal mother, (ii) the 
line of mothers going back to 'Eve', and (iii) the Self of the “Great Mother”. In other 
words, we would say that the foetus is in a more precarious situation than is the 4yrs 
old infant (who undergoes a “passive identification” with a personal parent) because 



the latter has only to distinguish between itself and something that is human (and, in 
most cases, something that is tangible). In more other words, “passive identity” often 
leads to “inflation” because '(i)' + '(ii)' + '(iii)' will always very much bigger than the 
individual's (yet-to-be-actualized) “self” and, as a result, any (… errr) “relationship” 
that forms in Pisces will be “inflated” to the same degree. For Venus in Pisces, it falls 
to Aphrodite to “deflate-(head-shrink)” Psyche's head enough so that can fit through 
the birth canal... after all, mortals can't have “relationships” (let alone marriages) to 
immortals. Mortals need to separate from the 'rawest' layers of the archetypal realm 
– '11/12' – so that they can register them in 3D i.e. with binocular vision; with “depth 
of (psychological) field”. Instead of 'being' Pysche's sisters, it is more accurate to say 
that Aphrodite 'works through' Psyche's sisters... and, then, after Psyche tries to end 
her life by drowing (she falls into despair after Eros flies back to Mother), Aphrodite 
'works through' Pan whom (i) draws her out of the river, and (ii) gives her a Virgoan 
'anti-dote' i.e. Psyche needs to sort through a mountain of seeds.

At risk, then, of over-repeating what we had presented for Venus in Aquarius, 
the main point to get across for those who have a personal planet in '11/12' (our next 
example has 3 of his 5 personal planets in '11/12' and Moon/Mars could be said to be 
'feeding' across to them) is to bring the natal energy into dialogue with the transiting 
energy (agreed, the natal placement can seem non-energetic because it doesn't travel 
through the horoscope... but, if the reader has learned enough science to know about 
the differences between potential & kinetic energy, s/he won't flinch at this reference 
to fire=energy=planet; earth=matter=house; air=space=sign; water=time=aspect)...

Now, as longstanding readers will recall, we view the sign on the 180º opposite 
side of the zodaic to archetypal Pisces – Virgo – as a 'scientific' sign so, in a sense, we 
have run ourselves into a “Catch 22” i.e. the client needs 'Virgoan science' to see that 
the Piscean 'night' needs to be left behind for the Virgoan (end of) 'day', but s/he has 
not enough 'Virgoan science' because s/he is Piscean. If Freud had lived long enough 
to know of Joseph Heller's book title, he would likely have referenced it in his article 
on the “Economic Problems of Masochism” i.e. what can the psychoanalyst do in the 
face of the analysand who unconsciously enjoys his/her suffering (the analysand may 
semi-consciously 'say' that s/he wants to get better but his/her unconscious turns out 
to be the stronger motivator)?

It is here, of course, we return to the puzzle that we raised in the introduction 
to this chapter: to what extent did the Cathars bring the Inquisition onto themselves 
by not accessing their unconscious motivation? FA's answer: (noting that Catharism 
is connected to Magdalenic mythology) to the same extent that Mary Magdalene had 
brought down the anger of the villagefolk on herself; although JC was correct to give 
precedence to h/His “judge ye not...” dressing down of the townsfolk, JC would have 
needed to follow this through with a 'dressing sideways' to Mary about subconscious 
attitudes that bring about hypocritical judgements. Now, of course, it is possible that 
h/He did, indeed, do this but it wasn't recorded by Mathew, Mark, Luke & John but, 
if we stick to the text, we realize that there is a gap in psychological insight that is yet 
to be filled...

In short, the fake (rather than real) Cathar is someone who takes persecution 
as a 'sign' that a collective religion has run into the need to transform into individual 
spirituality. S/he may also be someone who takes an interest in the films of...



EXAMPLE 112B

As noted in the prior section, Venus & Chiron are in Pisces at present and, by 
the end of the northern hemisphere's summer, Venus will have formed an opposition 
to Chiron from Virgo. The chart above pertains to the inverse situation i.e. Chiron is 
in Virgo forming an opposition to Venus. 

The problem of “passive identity” and “inflation” were nicely depicted by one 
of Hollywood's great movie-makers... indeed, John Ford won the first (of four) “Best 
Director” Oscars for the movie that he made as Saturn transited into Pisces and over 
his natal Venus i.e. “The Informer” (1935). 

Right from the outset, Ford wants his audience to know that they are going to 
get a 'big' statement from the archetypal realm... he makes reference to the informer 
who helps usher in the Age of Pisces i.e. Judas. Despite the reference, we soon realize 
that the informer, “Gypo” (Victor McGlaglen), is to be given a far more sympathetic 
portrayal than Judas... we see that a significant part of his motivation to inform is to 
save a damsel, “Katie” (Margot Grahame), from prostitution. Gypo's main problem, 
however, is being able to see his feelings through and take the necessary steps to save 
Katie... and, so, upon receiving his reward, we see that the feelings that Gypo had for 
Katie are swamped by a new set of feelings. Our use of the word “swamp”, of course, 
isn't idle i.e. Pisces, the collective feeling sign, has plain links to overflows and floods.

One of the “confusing” aspects of the 'traditional' astrological descriptions of 
Pisces is that it is linked to “wisdom”... but, soon enough, we hear about Pisces' links 
to (… err) “confusion”, delusion, deceit, emotional chaos, addiction etc. This doesn't 
worry too many astrologers, however, because Pisces is, after all, symbolized by (not 
one, but) two fish: one wise, one unwise. FA carries this unworried-ness another step 
forward by viewing the anticlockwising fish as wise & the clockwising (“regressive”) 
fish as unwise. When we turn this description onto Gypo, we see that he does have a 
touch of wisdom about him insofar as he was able to leave the '11 revolution' behind 
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him i.e. the outlaw whom Gypo gave up, “Frankie” (Wallace Ford), had, at one time, 
been his '11 brother-in-arms' i.e. his shift from '11' to '12' was an anti-clockwise one. 
If we are to see a lack of wisdom in Gypo's (deeply unconscious) realization that war 
doesn't solve anything, it is that he wasn't interested in the journey down to '4-5' and 
up to '6'... but, then again, we can't attach any evil to Gypo because it is clear that he 
wasn't educated enough to “know” this. Hence, the tale renews Christ's plea to h/His 
Father, “forgive them, for they know not what they do”... the twist in Ford's movie is 
that it is Frankie's mother who acts as God's representative of forgiveness. 

With this current interest in the word “know”, we return to the issue that was 
raised in our mini-essay on Hillary Clinton i.e. “evil”. John Ford's film suggests that 
Gypo was not “evil”... even his executioners realize that he needs to be executed only 
for future protection of their cause. One could say that Gypo “knew” that his actions 
would have dire consequences for his ex-brother-in-arms but, when we see the extent 
of his emotional-feeling chaos, we realize that, at the level of emotional development, 
Gypo didn't “know”. Thus, we see that there is a key distinction to be made between 
the intellectual level of “knowing” and the emotional level of “knowing”... this is why 
we use the neologism, “gnow” for this second level. If Gypo (i) rejected the scientists' 
view that “genes”, the phenomenon over which the individual has no control, are the 
cause of “betrayal” and “lying” (i.e. we need to have a religious context to use words 
such as “good” and “evil”) and (ii) was emotional developed enough to “gnow” what 
he was doing (under, as it were, the eyes of God), we begin to close in on “evil”... but, 
as Ford tells it, even though Gypo is probably '(i)', he is not '(ii').

When we turn to Marie Louise von Franz's discussion of evil, we are told that 
that it can be split up into “cold evil”  and “hot evil”. The Freudastrological response 
to Marie Louise's split is: “cold evil” = '11-back-to-10' winter “regression”; and “hot 
evil” = '1-back-to-12' spring “regression”... yet, because there needs to be a degree of 
“gnosis” to make the evil grade, we would add that both the “cold” & “hot” versions 
require a (preceding) “regression” through the lower hemisphere. With Gypo having 
a “hot” personality – we note that he is very much the '1 fighter' & '12 populist' – we 
realize that he is at risk of “hot evil” but, because his emotional development has not 
made it beyond '4', his risk is low. Hence, we can see a journey that was always going 
to end as a sacrificial victim of would-be political leaders who dance with “cold evil”. 
The question of whether or not victorious freedom fighters can become anything but 
Machiavellian hollow men is not asked in “The Informer”... it is a question, however, 
that Ford eventually answers, courtesy of Steinbeck and the ghost of old Tom Joad.
At this point, dear reader, you may ask: if an individual has “regressed” from 
his/her right hemisphere to the realm of “cold evil”, won't s/he go through a phase of 
“hot evil” in any case? Answer: probably but not necessarily... to quote Marie Louise 
von Franz, “in some versions of Nordic mythology, giants come even before the gods. 
They are the oldest beings in nature; there are ice giants and fire giants. Here, again, 
the giant is associated with symbols of emotion, on one side fire, a symbol of emotion 
and on the other ice, the opposite, which is identical with it. Only people who happen 
to be tremendously over-emotional can be also terribly ice cold. Ice characterizes the 
climax of an emotional state where it snaps over into coldness or rigidity... in place of 
the “hot” emotional reaction, one is petrified in rage, or in (shell)-shock, or whatever 
the original emotion may have been”.             




